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"Richard Perez has the ears of the angels—lend him yours."—Barry Gifford, author: WILD AT
HEART, PERDITA DURANGO"Perez's is a thrilling expertise and his paintings is going a ways
past so much of what's released today."—Henry Flesh, author: MICHAEL and the Lambda
Literary Award-winner, MASSAGE----> PermanentObscurity.Com everlasting OBSCURITY: Or
a Cautionary story of 2 Girlsand Their Misadventures with Drugs, Pornography and loss of life
through Dolores Santana (as advised to Richard Perez) * A younger bohemian satire, * a
narrative of alienated nonconformists, * a "girls at the lam" story, * a sexploitation and S/M
romp, * a spoof of cult star and "true-life" tabloid sensationalism:PERMANENT
OBSCURITYInspired by means of the underground sexploitation motion pictures of the 1960s,
this daring updating of the "roughie" subgenre and lampoon of auteur filmmaking principally
occurs in long island City's East Village (circa the Bush era), and it chronicles the increase and
fall of a distinct and extreme relationship. Dolores and Serena, chemically dependent, down-andout artists got down to take regulate in their lives by means of creating a fetish-noir/femdom
movie. Of course, issues do not precisely end up as planned."Ready-made for Russ
Meyer—assuming, that is, if Meyer used to be round and nonetheless at his peak."—Josh Alan
Friedman, author: stories OF instances SQUARE, whilst intercourse used to be soiled "The
American Baise-Moi!"—Lynn Breedlove, author: GODSPEED~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~:---->
"Notebook" for the novel: PermanentObscurity.com----> See my classic magazine/book
assortment correct NOW: RichardPerez.netRichard Perez's everlasting OBSCURITY on
Amazon >
http://www.amazon.com/dp/0971341540~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~blurb~"My blood. scorching and red." while everlasting Obscurity's protagonist, Dolores,
makes this statement, we are not yes simply which resource of blood she's referring to. Readymade for Roger Avary or Robert Rodriguez, Richard Perez takes us on a blackly comedic romp
that may have us laughing, gagging and crying in ordinarily equivalent degree as we frenetically
flip the pages. thank you for now not pulling these punches, Mr. Perez; ny noir hasn't tasted this
clean in years.~full review~"You larger realize this fact. individuals are complicated." -DoloresAh, Mr. Perez. i started everlasting Obscurity, my first actual Richard Perez read, with a
type of jaded hopefulness; there has to be countless numbers of writers of post-90s, postGiuliani noir in NYC alone. As a minor armchair gourmand of hip-noir fiction and film, i have
been subjected to many; “derivative” is a type work; “sucks,” extra apt.I was once no longer
heartened by way of the 1st few pages. They have been redolent of an analogous form of fauxgritty first-person conversation you will find simply in Permanent Obscurity: Or a Cautionary Tale
of Two Girls and Their Misadventures with Drugs, Pornography and Death any fiction part on
your neighborhood indy bookstore; i assumed i used to be in for a disjointed, self-indulgent
romp related to predictable intercourse and crimes of ardour by the hands of Serena and

Dolores, the book's 20-something major characters. the actual fact is, having complete the
book, I nonetheless have no idea Permanent Obscurity: Or a Cautionary Tale of Two Girls and
Their Misadventures with Drugs, Pornography and Death no matter if the performed verbiage
initially was once on purpose, as opposed to Perez making an attempt too hard. It did not
actually matter by means of web page 10, though. Somehow, i used to be by surprise at the fasttrack to being hooked. even if it used to be my sudden, gentle sexual arousal, the deepening
complexity of the characters, or the addictive, stream-of-consciousness prose, i am not sure.
So, after having lamented simply mins past that the ebook was once going to probably be
mediocre at best, i used to be on web page 169 – how the hell did i am getting there?"We have
to recognize our personal selfishness, too, and get it over with. Repeat after me: i'm selfish, i'm
cruel." -- DoloresFor one thing, i used to be overjoyed male writer may well grok a woman's
POV so handily. All 20-something girls are insane (this incorporated me). we are too younger to
grasp tips on how to use our Permanent Obscurity: Or a Cautionary Tale of Two Girls and Their
Misadventures with Drugs, Pornography and Death sexuality, and we are nonetheless
experiencing the final vestiges of adolescence; too horny for our own, insecure goods. No
sincere girl has ever no longer been in charge of the type of situation that Dolores Santana, the
book's protagonist and narrator, speaks of whilst she laments, “And, with out even trying, i
discovered one million how you can damage him... we have to recognize that, ok? recognize
our internal bitch.” at the very subsequent Permanent Obscurity: Or a Cautionary Tale of Two
Girls and Their Misadventures with Drugs, Pornography and Death page, Perez describes the
connection among Serena and Dolores over the process approximately 12 hours: “And I went
as far as to break a framed portrait of Serena,” Dolores informs us, “one that I took at CBGB, at
the Bowery. tomorrow Serena known as me, and we went procuring together.”An quarter of
development for Perez may well lie in smoother transitions concerning the fun, if horrifying,
coincidences which are a trademark of noir. i have been to NYC for live shows and buying (and
highway food; let's be honest) over the years, yet have by no means lived there; i started
thinking, “Hey, probably humans do consistently run into random buddies a number of
occasions in line with day!” some of the “chance Permanent Obscurity: Or a Cautionary Tale of
Two Girls and Their Misadventures with Drugs, Pornography and Death meetings” can have
performed with a section extra lube – uh, Permanent Obscurity: Or a Cautionary Tale of Two
Girls and Their Misadventures with Drugs, Pornography and Death back-story."It's only a game.
Be cruel. Have fun!" -- SerenaI used to be a bit disillusioned as i started noticing that no lady
personality had any type of depth, or built feel of morality; the women, all knee-jerk, emotional
egoists -- from Dolores' mamma, to Serena's ex-lover, to Dolores' ex-boyfriend's new flame, and
others in-between. Permanent Obscurity: Or a Cautionary Tale of Two Girls and Their
Misadventures with Drugs, Pornography and Death not anything says a narrative has to contain
a minimum of one nice female; but, being too analytical for my very own good, i started to
wonder whether Perez' own emotions in the direction of girls have been showcased,
inadvertently. In fact, Perez lead me on till the tip of the book, while plenty of cool issues got
here jointly to provide us our doubtful denouement; we do have girl redemption, i am satisfied to
report. (Don't worry, notwithstanding – you will nonetheless get your unsettling ending!)"Well, for
fuck's sake, we could have to observed it off!" -- SerenaThe finish of the booklet contained parts
that have been as enjoyable because the ideal black comedy noir film; imagine Killing Zoe,
Curdled, Very undesirable Things, residence of Yes; enjoyed it! What a romp. those scenes
have been virtually as amazing as Mr. Perez making introductions among the be aware “clitsy,”
and myself."She must've used 500 toes of nylon recycling twine, which, for a few reason, jogged

my memory of spider's silk." -- DoloresSo... simply what is the ebook about? like all sturdy noir,
the canopy and back-blurb are all you must know, my precious. Enjoy. ;) {{goes to obtain
Bound}}"My blood. sizzling and red" -- DoloresCraving papas rellenos,m
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